DISPOSABLE BONE SCRAPERS & COLLECTORS

• Sterile Disposable bone scraper
• Always has a fresh blade
• 360° blade is marked in 4 sections
• Expose new cutting surface with the twist of any .050 hex driver

BC100
Osseous Collector, pack of 10

BG200
Recommended for ramus, symphysis, and tuberosity areas of the mouth.

BG205
Recommended for the external oblique ridge. Hold at a 35 degree angle on the ridge.

• Sterile Disposable bone collector
• Harvest valuable autogenous bone
• Correct small defects around implant sites and periodontal comprised teeth
• Shut off valve cuts off suction eliminating the chance of drying out bone
• Includes 2 filters
• Sold in packs of 10
• Single patient use only

OTA PERIOTOMES

OTA400 Set of 4
Includes one of each: P301 Blue Periotome, P302 Gray Periotome, P303 Gold Periotome and P304 Green Periotome.

• Ideal for atraumatic extractions in the molar region
• Available in 2 blade configurations
• Color coded for easy identification

P301 Labial/Buccal Lingual/Palatal
P302 Mesial Distal
P303 Labial/Buccal Lingual/Palatal
P304 Mesial Distal

• OTA periotomes available in four different blade configurations - wide, narrow and two angled
• Color coded for easy identification

For redemption of goods in association with a current promotion, please fax or email a copy of your invoice to 716-667-9212 or orders@atitan.com. Please indicate which item codes are to be sent per promotion.